Written Challenge

How many words can you make from the 16 letters on the board?

Week 1

Countdown / puzzle working

separate

SPAG

“We sat at separate tables”
“I had to separate the pieces of lego.”

Spelling tip: Stay separate from a rat!

Hate Crime
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Why do you think there are spikes in hate crime after
events like terrorist attacks?

Why do you think hate crimes happen? Anger, fear…?

Do you ever use words that could be hurtful to
certain groups of people?
Do you ever make negative assumptions about
people based on the colour of their skin?
On this week in History

1962 - Astronaut John Glenn became the first American
launched into orbit.

Written Challenge

How many words can you make from the 16 letters on the board?

Week 2

Countdown / puzzle working

surprise

SPAG

Surprise can be a verb or a noun.
You can surprise someone, or something can be a surprise.

Spelling tip: You’ll be surprised that there are
two r’s and two s’s in surprised!

Environmental Issues

Recycling bin

Kitchen & Garden

General waste

paper - newspapers, magazines,
junk mail, envelopes
phone directories and catalogues
cardboard
aerosols
food tins
drink cans and cartons
glass bottles and jars, but no
other types of glass
plastic bottles
plastic food trays and yoghurt
pots
Tetra Pak packaging (cartons)

plate scrapings
vegetable peelings
meat and bones
egg shells
cooked and uncooked food
teabags and coffee grounds
cut flowers
garden waste such as grass cuttings,
prunings and leaves
food waste may be wrapped in newspaper
or kitchen paper towels

general refuse and pet waste
plastic bags
polystyrene
light bulbs, but not fluorescent
bulbs
glassware such as Pyrex and
mirrors
sanitary products
nappies

plastic bags
plastic wrap or film
polystyrene
light bulbs
Pyrex and Vision cookware
mirrors
children's toys
textiles or shoes
garden waste
food waste

plastic of any kind
sacks of any kind
soil or mud, even small amounts
plant pots
pet waste
liquids
metal food or drink cans
glass bottles or jars
textiles or shoes
sanitary products
nappies
general refuse

electrical items such as
microwaves, toasters and
hairdryers
fluorescent light bulbs
recyclable waste
textiles, including duvets and
pillows
garden waste, including soil or mud
DIY waste, such as rubble, bricks,
plaster or tiles

*Some places have separate bins for food waste and garden waste.

Do you separate your waste at home?
How about at school?
Week 2

Did you know?
The law requires large shops in England to charge 5p for all single-use plastic
carrier bags. Charging started on 5 October 2015.
Since they introduced the scheme, the number of bags used has gone down by
more than 80 percent in England. This means that more than nine billion fewer
plastic bags have been used.
They estimate that over the next 10 years the benefits of the scheme will include:

•
•
•
•

an expected overall benefit of over £780 million to the UK economy
up to £730 million raised for good causes
£60 million savings in litter clean-up costs
carbon savings of £13 million

Many people have now started taking their own ‘bag for life’ instead when shopping.

What other things could we do / use / reuse to reduce the amount
of waste we create?

On this week in History

1780 - Pennsylvania became the first U.S. state to abolish slavery.

Written Challenge

How many words can you make from the 16 letters on the board?

Week 3

Written
Countdown
Challenge
/ puzzle working

Week 3

They’re, there and their

How many words can you make from the 16 letters on the board?

SPAG

There has the word here in it. Here and there = places.
They’re is short for they are. The apostrophe replaces a
missing letter or two when we squish words together.
(It’s called a contraction.) If you can replace they’re with
they are in your sentence, you’re spelling it right!
Is it theirs or ours? Try replacing their with our to see if it
still makes sense.
Try swapping in:
Here >> there

they are >> they’re

Our >> their

Fake news

By IFLA (http://www.ifla.org/publications/node/11174) [CC BY 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)]

Week 3

Biased vs fake
Fake is defined as something that is not real or true,
while bias is prejudiced for or against a specific thing.
For example:
A news headline saying that ‘Trump’s Presidency is doomed’ is someone’s opinion.
They are biased. It’s not a ‘fact’, it’s just one person’s view.
A news headline saying that the Pope has endorsed Trump for President during the
2016 election was definitely not real or true (but someone still printed it!)
It was presented as a fact, even though it wasn’t true at all.
Have you seen ‘quizzes’ with names like ‘Which Hogwarts House would you be in?’ and
‘Only superfans can get 100% in this Stranger Things quiz!’?
What about ’You won’t believe these 10 child celebrities who now have regular jobs!’ lists?
Did you know that the aim of these quizzes/lists is to get you to their site, which contains a
LOT of advertising? Some companies are paying a lot of money to place adverts
alongside these quizzes!
The same thing happens with ‘clickbait’ titles - titles designed to intrigue or shock you into
clicking. Many of the ‘fake news’ articles on Facebook were designed for the same
reason. Always check before you share an article - use the checklist on the
opposite page to be sure that it’s a real news story.
The same thing applies when told a story about someone - if it seems especially
unbelievable, maybe that’s because it’s made up! Before you spread the rumour, do a
little fact-checking. If you can’t be sure it’s true, then don’t pass it along.

What are potential consequences when fake news goes viral?

On this week in History

1847 - Alexander Graham Bell, inventor of the
first telephone was born.

Written Challenge

How many words can you make from the 16 letters on the board?

Week 4

Countdown / puzzle working
Countdown / puzzle working

To, too and two

SPAG

Too - if I have too many, or too much, or I want to go to the
cinema too, it implies there’s more than one thing or person,
so you use more than one ‘o’.

b
Everything else is just to.

Two is only ever used for the number 2.

SPAG

“He didn’t believe her.”
am at
going
to the shops.
“I believe I left myI pen
home.”

Give that cookie to me.

I have too tip:
many cookies.
realistic example!
Spelling
Try notNottoa believe
a lie!
I have too much homework.

Believed, believing (verb)
(noun)
Therebeliever
are two
of us.believable (adjective)

The law
Did you know…?
It is illegal to carry a plank along a pavement.
It is illegal to beat or shake any carpet or rug in any street. However, beating or
shaking a doormat is allowed before 8am.
It is illegal to drive cows down the roadway without the permission of the
Commissioner of Police.
It is illegal to be drunk in charge of a horse.
It is illegal to handle salmon in suspicious circumstances.

Strange rules in the Houses of Parliament….
MPs are not allowed to refer to each other by name and instead always refer to
“the honourable member for…” the place they were elected to. The only
exception to this is the Speaker of the House, who can refer to anyone by name.
If you can’t remember where someone is MP for you can refer to them as “the
honourable gentleman” or “the honourable lady”.
It is illegal to enter the Houses of Parliament wearing a suit of armour.
You are not allowed to take photographs or videos (including the MP’s).

Children and the law
The age of criminal responsibility in England, Wales and Northern Ireland is 10
years old.
Criminal responsibility is based on when a child is considered capable of
committing a crime and old enough to stand trial and be convicted of a criminal
offence.
In Scotland the age of criminal responsibility is 8 years old but the age at which a
child can be prosecuted is 12 years. Children under 12 may be referred to a
social worker and a children’s hearing. A children’s hearing is a legal meeting and
decisions made can become part of a criminal record.

Week 4

What difference do you think it would make to your life if
there weren’t any laws?

If you were a Youth MP (ukyouthparliament.org.uk),
what would you want to change?

On this week in History

1879 - Albert Einstein (1879-1955) was born in Ulm, Germany.
His theory of relativity led to new ways of thinking about
time, space, matter and energy.

Written Challenge

How many words can you make from the 16 letters on the board?

Week 5

Countdown / puzzle working
Countdown / puzzle working

It’s vs its

SPAG

b

It’s is a shortened version of it is or it has.

SPAG

If you can’t replace it’s with ‘it is’ or ‘it has’, then it’s (it is) wrong!
It’s (it is) getting late.

“He didn’t believe her.”
“I believe I left my pen at home.”

It’s (it has) been 4 hours since I last ate a cookie.
Its means ‘belongs to it’.

Spelling tip: Try not to believe a lie!

The dog wagged its tail.

The minion ate its bananas.

Believed, believing (verb)

believer (noun)

believable (adjective)

Charity
Brainstorm some ways that charities ask you to support them with your
time, rather than your money. For example, doing a sponsored event like
Movember, or helping out at a local food bank.

Week 5

Brainstorm some ways that your school could raise money for charity.

On this week in History

1918 - During World War I, the Second Battle of the Somme
began as German General Erich von Ludendorff launched an
all-out drive to win the war.

Written Challenge

How many words can you make from the 16 letters on the board?

Week 1

Countdown / puzzle working
Countdown / puzzle working

b

SPAG
SPAG

Homophones
(words that sound the same but are spelled differently)
“He didn’t believe her.”
“I believeAllowed
I left vs
my
pen at home.”
Aloud

Would vs Wood
You are only allowed to spell it
with a ‘w’ if you’re quiet.

you (u) like to
Spelling tip: Try not toWould
believe
ago?lie!
If you want to say it aloud, then
Believed, believing
(verb)
believer
say it loudly!

Trees are made of wood.

(noun)

believable (adjective)

Positivity
List as many positive things as you can that have happened this week.

Week 5

Write down some compliments that you could give to someone today.
For example:
Your face makes me happy.
You have really nice handwriting.
You’re my kind of weird.

That was a great goal.
Your hair looks nice today.

On this week in History

1979 - The Camp David Accord ended 30 years of warfare
between Israel and Egypt.

Alphabet challenge - pick a topic (food, science, football, music…) and
see if you can find a related word for every letter of the alphabet.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Key dates and things to remember:

Stay safe online - be SMART

S

Safe - Keep your personal details and
passwords safe. Check your privacy settings
on social media.
Don’t give out your details to someone you
don’t know.

M

Meet - never meet an online friend in
person alone. They may not be who
they say they are.

A

Accept - don’t open emails from people you
don’t know. They could contain dangerous
links or attachments, or a virus.

R

Reliable - bear in mind that not all the
information on the internet is true. Use your
fact-checking skills to make sure it’s safe to
trust first.

T

Tell - tell a trusted adult, or use the
report button if something online
makes you feel uncomfortable or
unsafe.

?

